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Introduction. Let p be a prime number such that q = ^(p — 1) is also a prime

number. Let Q be the set of symbols l,--,p, and (5 be anonsolvable transitive

permutation group on O. In [10] and [11] the structure of such a permutation

group © has been studied, and, in particular, the following theorem [11, Theo-

rem 1] has been proved: If r = \(p—3) is also a prime number, then © is triply

transitive. The purpose of this work is to remove this additional assumption,

namely, to prove the following theorem.

Theorem. If © is not triply transitive, then © is isomorphic to either

LF(2,1) with p = l or LF(2,1T) with p = 11.

Hence, in particular, if p> 11, then © is triply transitive.

Now let yi be a minimal normal subgroup of ©. Since © is obviously prim-

itive, 91 is transitive on fi. Let 5ß be a Sylow p-subgroup of ©. Then 5ß is con-

tained in 51. As a minimal normal subgroup 9t is a direct product of mutually

isomorphic simple groups. Since the order of 91 is divisible by p only to the

first power, 91 must be simple. On the other hand, by a theorem of Sylow, we

have that © = 9iAs5ß, where As*B denotes the normalizer of ^ß in ©. Since 5ß

obviously coincides with its own centralizer in ©, As5ß/5ß is a cyclic group of

order dividing p —1. Since we have that © /9t = As5ß /As5ß n 9t and

As^ßn5i 2'iß, ©/9Î is also a cyclic group of order dividing p— 1. Since ©

is nonsolvable, 91 is nonsolvable, too. Therefore in order to prove the theorem

we can assume the simplicity of  ©. So from now on let © be simple.

If As5ß = 5ß, then by a splitting theorem of Burnside © contains a normal

Sylow p-complement. Since © is simple, this implies that © = 5ß, contradicting

the nonsolvability of ©. If the order of As5ß is even, let us consider an involu-

tion in As^ß.The cycle structure of this involution consists of q transpositions,

and it is odd, contradicting the simplicity of ©, because we can obviously assume

the oddness of q. Hence the order of As5ß must be equal to qp. Let Qbe a

Sylow g-subgroup of As5ß such that G fixes the symbol 1 of Q. If Q is not a

Sylow g-subgroup of ©, then © contains a g-cycle. Hence by a theorem of

Jordan [17] © coincides with the alternating group 91 on Q. 51 is triply transitive

for p ^ 5. Therefore in order to prove the theorem we can assume that JQ is
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a Sylow q-subgroup of ©. Let CsQ be the centralizer of £1 in ©. If CsD. contains

Q properly, then CsQ. contains a 2g-cycle, which is odd, contradicting the

simplicity of ©. Therefore we have that Csi& = O. Let NsQ. be the normalizer of

Q in © and let 91 be a Sylow g-complement of Ns£l : Ns&=Q9Î and & n 9Î = 1.

Then 91 is a cyclic group of order dividing q — 1, say r, and 9Î fixes three orbits

of Q from fi as a whole. Put q — I = rs.

Now it is clear that the results of Brauer concerning the groups containing

self-centralizing subgroups of prime orders, which will be mentioned just below,

can be applied for G with two prime numbers p and q.

As in [11] our proofs mainly rely on the following results of Frobenius [8], [9],

Brauer [4], Brauer and Tuan [3], [15], Wielandt [16], Manning [12] and Frame

[7], which will be listed here for convenience.

Proposition A (Frobenius). Let (5 be the symmetric group on Í2. Let

X0, Xo and X00 be irreducible characters of Q corresponding to Young dia-

grams

00---0,  00---0 and 00---0.

0 0 00

0

Then © is doubly transitive if and only if X0 restricted on © is irreducible;

© is triply transitive if and only if © is doubly transitive and X0 restricted

on © is orthogonal to both X0 restricted on © and X00 restricted on ©.
o

We have that

(1) X0(S) = xiS)-l,

(2) X0(S) = i{a(S) - 1} {a(S) - 2} - pYS)
o

and

(3) X00(S) = MS) WS)-3} + ßiS)

for every permutation S of <3, where <x(S) denotes the number of symbols of

Q fixed by S and ßiS) denotes the number of transpositions in the cycle structure

of S. In particular, the degrees of X0, Xo and X00 are equal to p — 1, iq — l)p + 1

and ((¡r — l)p, respectively.

Proposition B (Brauer). The degree of an irreducible character X of ©

is congruent to either 1 or 0 or — 1 or —ôpq modulo p and either 1 or 0 or —1

or —oqr modulo q, where ôp and ôq are equal to ± I, respectively. Furthermore

if r = q — 1, then —oqr can be omitted from above. We say that X has p-type

A or D or B or C, according as the degree of X is congruent to I or 0 or — 1

or—ôpq modulo p, respectively. Similarly we say that X has q-type A or D

or B or C, according as the degree of X is congruent to I or 0 or —1 or —àqr

with r<q — I modulo q, respectively. The number of irreducible characters

of © of p-type A or B is equal to q and that of p-type C is equal to 2. If
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r < q — 1, the number of irreducible characters o/© of q-type A or B is equal

to r and that of q-type C is equal to s. If r = q — 1, the number of irreducible

characters of q-type A or B is equal to q. Let P be an element of order p o/©.

Then we have that X(P) = 1 or 0 or — 1, according as X has p-type A or D or

B. Let Q be an element of order q of ©. Then we have that X(Q) =1 or 0 or

— 1, according as X has q-type A or D or B. Two irreducible characters of

p-type C take the same value at any p-regular element of © and the sum of

whose values at P equals ôp. If r < q — 1, then s irreducible characters of

q-type C take the same value at any q-regular element of © and the sum of

whose values at Q equals Sq.

Proposition C (Brauer and Tuan). If 05 possesses a nonprincipal irreducible

character of degree not greater than \ip + 1), then © is isomorphic to LF(2,p)

or p = 7. Since © contains a subgroup of index p in the present case, by a cele-

brated theorem of Galois [6] this implies that p = 5 or 1 or 11.

Proposition D (Wielandt). Let A be the set of symbols 1, ■■■,21, where I is an

odd prime number. Let X be a uniprimitive, that is, primitive and not doubly

transitive permutation group on A. Let 9) be the maximal subgroup of X

leaving the symbol 1 of A fixed. Then the following facts hold: (a) There exists

a positive integer m such 2/= m2 + 1. (b) A is decomposed into three orbits

of 9), {1}, 9JÎ-! and 9Jl2, where the lengths of 9Jij and 9Jl2 are \mim + 1) and

%mim — 1), respectively, (c) Let 1^ be the principal character of 9) and l^J

be the character of X induced by 1^. Then 1^ is decomposed into three irre-

ducible characters of X: 1^ = lx + ly + l2, where lx is the principal character

of X and ly and l2 are rational characters whose degrees are I — 1 and I, re-

spectively. Let L be an element of X of order I. Then we have that lyiL) = — 1

and J2(L) = 0.

Proposition E (Manning). Let A be the set of symbols 1, ••-,«. Let X be a

uniprimitive permutation group on A. Let 9) be the subgroup of X leaving

the symbol 1 of A fixed. If there exists an orbit A! of 9) of length ly > 2, on

which 9) is doubly transitive, then there exists an orbit A2 o/9J, whose length

l2 is greater than ly and divides \lyily — 1).

Proposition F (Frame). Let A be the set of symbols 1,•••,«. Let X be

a transitive permutation group on A. Let 9J be the subgroup of X leaving the

symbol 1 of A fixed. Let A¡ be the orbits of ty from A (i =l,"-,fc). Let l¡ denote

the length of A¡ (i = l,--,k). Put N = nk~2ly ••• lk. Let 1^ be the principal

character of 9) and ly be the character of X induced by 1^. Let 1% = Z¡*= i e{X¡

be the decomposition of 1^ into its irreducible parts (ef = 1; i = 1,•••,&'). Let

x¡ denote the degree of X¡ (i = 1,•••,£'). Put D = xexl ■••xk? . Then the number

N ¡D is an integer.
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The following facts are known [5, §270]. Let 3C be a finite group of order x

and X be an irreducible character of X. If X is not a real character, then we

have that Zxeï X(X2) = 0. If X is a real character, then we have that ZX6j X(X2)

= x or — x. We say that X has the quadratic signature 1 or 0 or -1, according

as Zjfex %iX2) = x or 0 or — x.

Now let £ be a transitive permutation group on a set A. Let 1 be a symbol

of A and let 2) be the subgroup of X leaving 1 fixed. Let 9JÎ be an orbit of 3) from

A and let i be a symbol of 9JI. Let X be a permutation of X which transfers 1

to i. Let the double coset ?JX2) of 3) with respect to X correspond to 9JI. This

correspondence between the orbits of X from A and the double cosets of 3)

with respect to X is one-to-one. If 3)X3) = 2)X-i?J, we say that ?JX3) and the

corresponding orbit are real.

Proposition G (Frame). Let X be a transitive permutation group on a

set A. Let 1 be a symbol of A and 2) be the subgroup ofX leaving the symbol 1

fixed. Let n be the permutation character of X. Let c¡ be the sum of multipli-

cities of irreducible components of n with the quadratic signature i (i = 1, —1).

Then the number of real double cosets ireal orbits) of ?) is equal to

Ixeïîî(-X'2) = Ci-c_1.

The following notation will be used. § is the maximal subgroup of © leaving

the symbol 1 of Í! fixed. R is the maximal subgroup of © leaving the symbols 1

and 2 of Í1 individually fixed. Let X be a subgroup of ©. Then lx denotes the

principal character of X and lj is the character of © induced by lx. If X is a

subgroup of §, then lx denotes the character of § induced by lx. Moreover

NsX denotes the normalizer of X in ©. The orders of © and § will be denoted

by g and h, respectively.

Now by a famous theorem of Burnside © is doubly transitive. Therefore we

have many equality relations between the reducible characters of ©, which are

mainly due to Frobenius [8], [9]:

(4) Z      a(X) = g,
xm

(5) Z {a(X)}2 = 2g,
X(H5

(6) Z      ßiX) = ig,
XeÇ,

(7) l£(X) = ÎlbiX)+X0iX)
for every permutation X of ©,

(8) 1*(X) = 1Ä(X) + 2X0(X) + X0(X) + X00(*)
o

for every permutation X of ©, and

(9) l£*W = 16(X) + X0(X) + X00(X)

for every permutation X of ©.
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The main idea of the following proof is to use Proposition A. Namely the

theorem will be assumed to be false. Then it will be shown that the decompo-

sitions of Xo restricted on © and X00 restricted on © into their irreducible

components must have very peculiar forms, which are enough to get contra-

dictions therefrom. Now one of the main roles of Proposition B is to exclude

all but a few possibilities of the forms of the decompositions of Xo restricted

on © and X00 restricted on © into their irreducible components. Since it can

be certainly assumed that p > 11, Proposition C will be effectively used to ex-

clude some of the remaining critical cases. Now as in [11] the following nota-

tion will be used. (X, Y) denotes a nonprincipal irreducible character of ©,

which has p-type X and g-type Y(X, Y= A, B, C, D). Then Propositions B and

C enable us to compute the least possible degree of (X, Y) as follows. In order

to obtain the next least possible degree it is enough just to add pg to the cor-

responding least possible degree.

Type

A, A)

A,B)

A,C)

A,D)

B,A)

B,B)

B,C)

B,D)

C,A)

C,B)

C,D)

D,A)

D,B)

D,C)

iD,D)

Least possible degree

gp + 1

(g - 2)p + 1

(a - r - l)p + 1

(r - l)p + 1

(g - l)p + 1

2p-l

qp- 1

(g - r + l)p - 1

(r + l)p - 1

p-1

i{(2g + l)p + 1}

i(3p-l)

H(2g - 3)p + 1}
¿{(2g - l)p - 1}

¿{(2g - l)p + 1}

2{(2g + l)p-l}

P

iq -1)7>

iq - r)p

rp

qp

sq = i
ô„ = -i

ô„ =
i
-i

à, -   -

<5p=  -

*p =

èq =  -1
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If <r> is imprimitive on Q —{1}, then by a theorem of Wielandt (unpublished;

for a proof see [10, Theorem 1]) © is isomorphic to LF(2,7) with p = 7. Hence

the primitivity of § will be assumed hereafter. Therefore §> is assumed to be

uniprimitive on £1 — {1} and Proposition D is useful and necessary from the

bîginning. By Proposition D the following equality holds for every permutation

X of§.

(10) I« (X) = l9(X)+*(X)+d(X),

where the degrees of b and d are equal to q — 1 and q, respectively. Then the

following equality follows from (7), (8), (10) and the transitivity of induced

characters :

(11) b*iX) + d*iX) = X0(X) + X0(X) + X00(X)
o

for every permutation X of ©.

These equalities and Propositions E and F will be used to show that characters

of q-type C exist and that they have p-type A, and that ôq = — 1, namely the

appearance of iA,C)¡ (i = l,---,s) of degree (r - l)p + 1 in b*,d*,Xo restricted

on © and X00 restricted on ©. Then r will be shown to be odd and this implies

that iA,C)¡ (i = 1, ---,s) is not a real character. Now Proposition G will be used

to show the existence of (B,£>)0 with degree p - 1 such that (B,D)0 restricted

on § equals 2d. At last the comparison of the decompositions of (B,D)0(B,Z))0

and Xo(B,i0o into their irreducible components leads us to a required contra-

diction.

As an immediate consequence of the theorem, Theorem V in [11] can be

improved as follows: Let p be a prime number > 23 satisfying the following

conditions: (i) Up — 1) and i(p —3) are also prime numbers and (ii) p—4 is a

prime number. Then every nonsolvable transitive permutation group of degree p

contains the alternating group of the same degree.

1. Triple transitivity (proof of theorem). First of all, it is noted here that the

simplicity of ©, the uniprimitivity of § on O — {1} and p>ll have been

assumed.

Since lft(X) = a(X) - 1 for every permutation X of §, using the orthog-

onality relations of the group characters we get the following equality from (10):

Z {a(X)-l}2 = 3/i.
Xe&

Since the same equality holds for each of p conjugate subgroups of § in ©, this

implies that

Z a(X){«(X)-l}2 = 3g.
Xe<6

Then by (4) and (5) the following equality is obtained.
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(12) Z {«(X)}3 = 6g.
Xe®

By (l)-(5) this is transformed into

(13) Z {Xo(X) + X00(X)}X0(X) = g.
Xe(5

Now by (1), (3)-(5) we obtain that

(14) Z  X00(X)X0(X) =   Z   a(X)0(X).
Xe© Xe(5

The right-hand side of (14) is positive, because of the existence of an involution

in §. Now by the orthogonality relations of the group characters two expressions

Z Xo(X)X0(X)     and     Z X00(X)X0(X)
Xe<5 Xe<5

are positive integral multiples of g or zero. Hence the following equalities are

obtained from (13) and (14):

(15) Z a(X)/?(X) = g,

(16) Z X0(X)X0(X) = 0
Xe<5      0

and

(17) Z X00(X)X0(X) = g.
Xeffi

Now the form of decompositions of b* and d* into their irreducible compo-

nents will be determined to a certain extent. At first, by the reciprocity theorem

of Frobenius and by (10) the decompositions of b* and d* into their irreducible

components have the following forms:

(18) b*iX) = X0(X) + -

for every permutation X of ffi, and

(19) d*iX) = X0(X) + -

for every permutation X of ©, where the parts.do not contain X0 any more.

Lemma 1. There are only two possible cases of the decomposition of b*

into the irreducible characters of © :

(i) b*iX) = X0(X) + iA,B)iX)

for every permutation X of®, where the degree ofiA,B) is equal to iq — 2) p + 1 ;

(ii) b*iX) = X0(X) + Z G4.CMX) + 'Z (B,7)),.(X)
i=l 1=1
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for every permutation X of ©, where the degrees of iA,C)¡ (i = l,---,s) and

(B,D)j (i = l,---,s-l) are equal to (r - l)p + 1 with 8q= -1 and p— 1,

respectively.

Proof. Let Q be an element of © of order q. Then by (1) and Proposition D

we have that X0(Q) = 0 and b*iQ) = — 1. Therefore an irreducible character

of © of q-type B or q-type C with ôq = -1 must appear in the part ••• of (18).

If it is of q-type B, then inspecting the degree table we get (i). So let us assume

that it is of q-type C with Sq = — 1. Then since b* is, by Proposition D, a rational

character, the whole family of the characters of q-type C will appear in the part • • •

of (18). Hence inspecting the degree table we see that they have type 04,C),

degree (r — l)p + 1 and multiplicity 1. Now it is obtained that

(20) b*iX) = X0(X) + Z 04,C)AX) + ■■■
¡ = i

for every permutation X of©, where the part ••• does not contain X0 and 04,C)¡

(i = l,---,s) any more.

Let P be an element of © of order p. Then by Proposition B we have that

X0iH = -1 and iA, C)¡iP) = 1 (i = 1, • ■ •, s). Moreover since P is not contained

in any of p conjugate subgroups of $ in © we have that 6*(P) = 0. Therefore

irreducible characters of© of p-type B or p-type C with <5p= — 1 must appear in the

part ■•• of (20) with the sum of multiplicities at least s — 1. But the sum of degrees

of the part ••• in (20) equals (s — l)(p — 1). Therefore it is seen from the degree

table that only the characters iB,D) of degree p— 1 can appear. Assume that

some iB,D) appears with multiplicity v > 1. Then by the reciprocity theorem

of Frobenius we have that

(21) (B,D)(X) = i;6(X) + -

for every permutation X of §>. For X = 1 this gives that 2q = viq — 1) + •••.

Therefore we have that v = 2 and that the sum of degrees of the part "-in (21)

equals 2. If it contains a linear character X of §, then it is clear that A tM».

Then by the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius 1* is decomposed into the sum

of (B,D) and a linear character of ©, which is clearly different from 18. This

contradicts the simplicity of ©. If it is an irreducible character t of degree two,

then by the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius we have that

(22) t*(X) = (B,D)(X) + -

for every permutation X of ©. Since the sum of degrees of the part •••in (22)

equals p + 1, we see from the degree table that this part must be irreducible.

But since p + 1 = 2 (modq), this character must have q-type C. Therefore the

equality (r - l)p + 1 = p + 1 is obtained. Thus we have that r = 2. Then by

a previous result [10, Theorem 2] © is isomorphic to LF(2,11) with p = 11,
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contradicting the assumption p>ll. Therefore all the (B,7))'s appear with

multiplicity 1. Thus we get (ii).

Lemma 2. There are four possible cases of the decomposition of d* into

the irreducible characters of ©:

(i) d*(X) = X0(X)+(A,D)(X)

for every permutation X o/©, where the degree of(A,D) is equal to (q — l)p + 1 ;

(ii) d*(X) = X0(X) + (A,B)(X) + iD,A)iX)

for every permutation X o/©, where the degrees ofiA,B) and iD,A) are equal

to iq — 2)p + 1 and p, respectively;

(iii)        d*(X) = X0(X) + Z iA,C)iX) + iB,A)iX) +  Z VjiB,D)jiX)
¡ = i

for every permutation X o/©, where the degrees ofiA,C)¡ii = 1,■•-,«), {B,A)

and (B,D)/s are equal to (r - l)p + 1, 2p — 1 and p — 1, respectively. Further-

more v/s are positive integers not greater than two, whose sum is equal to

s — 2;

(iv)        d*iX) = X0iX) + Z iA,CUX) + iD,A)iX) + Z VjiB,D)jiX)
i = l

for every permutation X o/©, where the degrees of iA,C)¡ (i = í,---,s), iD,A)

and (B,7))/s are equal to ir — l)p + 1, p and p — 1, respectively. Further-

more v/s are positive integers not greater than two, whose sum is equal to

8-1.

Proof. Let P be an element of © of order p. Then by (1) we have that

X0iP) = — 1. Since P is not contained in any of p conjugate subgroups of §

in ©, we have that d*(P) = 0. Hence an irreducible character of © of p-type A

or p-type C with ôp = 1 must appear in the part ••■ of (19). Then inspecting the

degree table we see that no irreducible character of p-type C with 8P = 1 can

appear. Now if it is 04,7)), then we get (i). If it is 04,B), then it is easy to see

that we get (ii). Hence let us assume that it has type iA,C). Since by Proposition

D, d* is a rational character, the whole family of the characters of g-type C will

appear in the part • • • of (19). Now inspecting the degree table we see that ¿>q = — 1

and that they have degree (r — l)p + 1 and multiplicity 1. Thus we have that

(23) d*iX) = X0(X) +  Z iA,C\iX) + -
¡ = i

for every permutation X of ©, where the part ••• does not contain X0 and

(A,C)i(i = 1, •••,*) any more. By Proposition B we have that Zt=iG4,Q¡(P) = s.

Therefore irreducible characters of © of p-type B or p-type C with öp= — 1 must
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appear in the part • • • of (23) with the sum of multiplicities at least s — 1. But the

sum of degrees of the part •••of (23) equals (s — l)(p-1) +p. Hence checking up

the degree table we see that no character of p-type C with êp = — 1 can appear,

and that at most one character iB,A) with degree 2p — 1 can appear. If it ac-

tually appears, we get (iii). Otherwise only characters of type iB,D), whose de-

grees are p — 1, appear with the sum of multiplicities s — I. Hence we obtain

that

(24) d*iX) = X0(X) + Z (^,C)i(X) +  Z^(B,D)/X) + -
¡ = i

for every permutation X of ©, where Ztf,- = s - 1.

Let 2 be an element of © of order q. Then by (1) and Propositions B and D

we have that d*(ß) = 0, X0(ß) = 0, Zf^iA.Qiß) = - 1 and (B,D)/Q) = 0
for every j. Therefore an irreducible character of © of q-type A must appear

in the part ••• of (24). But since the sum of degrees of the part ••■ of (24) equals p,

it must be iD,A) with degree p. Thus we get (iv).

The fact that p/s are not greater than two is obvious by the reciprocity theorem

of Frobenius.

Lemma 3.   Case (i) in Lemma 2 cannot occur.

Proof.   Let us assume that case (i) in Lemma 2 occurs. Then from (11) we

have that X0 = iA,D). Thus
o

X0 restricted on ©
o

is irreducible. By a theorem of Tsuzuku [14] this implies the triple transitivity

of ©, contradicting the assumption.

Before proceeding the same way further, let us consider two kinds of new

permutation representations of ©. The first of them is as follows. Let {Q}2 be

the family of all the subsets of £1 each of which consists of two (different) sym-

bols of Í2. Then since © is a permutation group on Í2, we can consider © as a

permutation group 7r{©} on {£2}2. Since © is doubly transitive on Q, 7t{©} is

transitive on {Í2}2. Furthermore since © is simple, 7t{©} is faithful. It is easy to

see that the maximal subgroup of 7i{©} leaving the symbol {1, 2} of {£2}2 fixed

coincides with NsR. The second of them is as follows. Let (£2)2 be the set of all

the ordered pairs ix,y) such that x and y are different symbols of ii. Then we

can consider © as a permutation group 7i(©) on (ii)2. Since © is doubly

transitive, 7t(©) is transitive on (fi)2. Furthermore since © is simple, ti(©) is

faithful. It is easy to see that the maximal subgroup of 7t(©) leaving the symbol

(1, 2) of (Q)2 fixed coincides with ft. Now a symbol {x,y} of {Q}2 can be con-

sidered as the set of two symbols (x,y) and iy,x) of (fi)2. In this sense we can

prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 4. ^4n orbit of NsSi as a subgroup of 7i{©} is decomposed into at

most four orbits of Si as a subgroup o/7t(©).

Proof. Since by assumption § is primitive on ii —{1}, using a theorem

of Witt [17] we see that R fixes just two symbols 1 and 2 of Í2. Thus the index

of Si in NsSi equals two. Now let S be an orbit of NsR as a subgroup of 7r{©}.

Then it is clear that S is decomposed into at most two orbits of 51 as a subgroup

of ;i{©}. Now let T be an orbit of Si as a subgroup of 7t{©}. Then in the sense

stated above Tis a set of orbits of Si as a subgroup of 7i(©). Let U be an orbit

of Si as a subgroup of 7t(©), which is contained in T, and Us he the symmetri-

zation of U, namely the set of all the ordered pairs ix,y) of (Q)2 such that iy,x)

belongs to U. Then Us is also an orbit of & as a subgroup of 7r(©). Now we

want to show that T equals the set of U and Us. Let us suppose that there

exists an ordered pair ix,y)from T, which is not contained in t/.Let(a,f>)bean

ordered pair of U. Then there exists a permutation K of Si which transfers {x,y}

into {a,b}. Then we see that K transfers iy,x) into (a,fc). Hence iy,x) belongs

to U and, therefore, ix,y) belongs to Us as required.

Now it is known [5, §207] that the number of orbits of Si as a subgroup of ti(©)

equals the norm of 1^, and by (8) it equals the norm of ls + 2X0 + X» + X00

restricted on ©. Similarly the number of orbits of NsSi as a subgroup of 7t{©}

equals the norm of l%sSt, and by (9) it equals the norm of ls + X0 + X00

restricted on ©.

The following lemma can be implied from Proposition D.

Lemma 5.   2r — 2 ̂  s.

Proof. By Proposition D there exists a positive integer m such that

2q = m2 + 1. Furthermore by Proposition D,£2 — {1} is decomposed into three

orbits of Si, {2} and, say, Ty and r2, where the lengths of Tx and T2 are equal

to \mim + 1) and %m{m — 1), respectively. Now let us consider As£i = G9L

Since © is doubly transitive, we can choose 9Î to fix the symbols 1 and 2 of £2

individually. Then 9Î also fixes Ty and T2 as a whole. On the other hand, 9Î

fixes just one more symbol, say 3, of Q. If 3 belongs to r2, then any element

(5¿ 1) of 9Î does not leave any symbol of Ty fixed. Hence we have that

imim + 1) = 0 (mod r). On the other hand, since CsQ = :Q, we have, by a

theorem of Sylow, that g = 1 (mod r), namely \{m2 + 1) = 1 (mod r). There-

fore we obtain that £(m + 1) = 0 (mod r). But since

s = (g-l)/r = (m-l){(m + l)/2r},

we have that s^zm — 1 ^ 2r — 2. Similarly if 3 belongs to Ty, then we have

that \{m - 1) = 0 (modr) and that s = (g - í)/r = (m + l){(m - l)/2r}. Thus

we have that s^m + 1^2r + 2.

Lemma 6. X00 restricted on © does not contain an irreducible character

of type 04,B) of degree iq — 2)p + 1 as its irreducible component.
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Proof.   Assume that Lemma 6 is false. Then we have that

(25) X00(X) = X0(X)+(^,B)(X)

for every permutation X of ©. Hence the number of orbits of NsSi as a sub-

group of 7t{©} equals six. Therefore by Lemma 4 the number of orbits of St

as a subgroup of 7t(©) is at most twenty-four. Now let us assume that either

case (ii) of Lemma 1 or case (iii) of Lemma 2 or case (iv) of Lemma 2 occurs.

Then by [11] we see that

Xo restricted on ©
o

contains all the iA,C)¡ (i = l,---,s) and all the (B,D)/s as its irreducible com-

ponents. Then using [11] we see that the norm of 1^ is at least 2s + 9. There-

fore we obtain that s _ 7. Now by Lemma 5 we have that r ^ 4. Together with

2q = m2 + 1 these facts imply that q = 5 and p = 11, contradicting the assump-

tion. Therefore under (25) case (i) of Lemma 1 and case (ii) of Lemma 2 must

occur. Therefore by [11] we have that

(26) X0(X) = iA,B)AX)  + iD,A)iX)
o

for every permutation X of ©, where the degrees of 04,B)j and (7),A) are equal

to (q — 2)p + 1 and p, respectively.

Now 5\ as a subgroup of 7t(©) possesses at least fourteen orbits, namely

(1,2), (2,1), il,Tx), (Tlfl), (2,^), (^,2), (1,T2), (r2,l), (2,r2), (T3,2) and at

least four orbits from iTx,r2), (T2,rx), irx)2 and (T2)2. If iA,B) ¥= iA,B)x,

then the norm of 1^ equals only thirteen. This is a contradiction. Therefore it

must be 04,B) = iA,B)x. Then the norm of 1| equals fifteen. Hence only one

of (rx,r2), (r2,r1), iYx)2 and (T2)2 is decomposed into two orbits of SK as a

subgroup of 7i(©). If S\ as a subgroup of 7t(©) is intransitive on (Tx,r2) or on

(r^rj), then it is also intransitive on (r2, Tx) or on (rx,r2), respectively. Hence

it is transitive both on (r^T^ and on ir2,Tx). If Si as a subgroup of 7i(©) is

transitive on (Tx)2, R is doubly transitive on Tx. Since by assumption § is uni-

primitive on Í2 — {1}, by Proposition E there must exist an orbit of Si, whose

length is greater than \m{m + 1). It is absurd. Hence Si as a subgroup of 7t(©)

is intransitive on (Tx)2, and, therefore, it is transitive on (r2)2. Let us assume

that (Tx)2 is decomposed into two orbits Wx and IF2 of Si as a subgroup of 7t(©).

Since Si is transitive on Fx, the lengths of Wx and IF2 are multiples of

\mim + 1). Let these lengths be \m{m + l)wx and \mim + l)w2, respectively.

Then we have that

(27) wx + w2 = \mim + 1) - 1 = ±(m + 2)(m - 1).

Now by Proposition F we have that
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A = {pip - l)}13{¿m(m + l)}4{im(m - l)}4¿m(m - l){¿m(m - 1) - 1}

• {{-mim - l)}2{im(m + l)}2WyW2{\mim + l)}2

is divisible by

7) = (p-l)9{(g-2)p + l}4p.

Put F = NjD. Dividing F by g4p12 we have that

Fy = 2*{imim+l)}8{2-mim - l)}7{im(m - 1) - l}wlW2/{(g - 2)p + l}4

= mlsim + Tfim - l)7(m - 2)w1w2/28(m4 - m2 - 4)4

is an integer. Since m is odd, dividing F y by m15 we have that

F2 = (m + Tfim - T)\m - 2)w1w2/28(m4 - m2 - 4)4

is an integer. Let I he an odd prime divisor of m2 — 1. Then

m4 — m2 — 4= —4 (mod/)- Hence I is relatively prime to m* — m2 — 4. Put

m - 1 = 2'*B and m + 1 = 2C7), where B and D are odd. Let ly be any prime

divisor of m - 2. Then m4 - m2 - 4 = 8 (mod Zx). Since /j is odd, this shows

that ly is relatively prime to m4 - m2 - 4. Hence dividing F2 by B9D7(m - 2) we

have that

F3 = 29C+7A-8w1w2/(m4-m2-4)4

is an integer. Since m4 — m2 — 4 = m2(m + l)(m - 1) - 4, m4 — m2 — 4 is di-

visible by 4 and not by 8. Hence dividing F3 by 29C+'M_16 we have that

F4 = Wlw2/{i(m*_m^_4)}4

is an integer. By (27) this implies, in particular, that

i(m + 2)2(m - l)2 > {i(m4 - m2 - 4)}4.

Now the following series of implications can be easily seen :

43(m + 2)2(m - l)2 > (m4 - m2 - 4)4 > (m4- m2- 6)4

= (m2-3)4(m2 +2)4,

42(m + 2)(m - 1) > (m2 - 3)2(m2 + 2)2,

4(m+2) > (m2-3)(m2 +2),

4 > m2- 3.

Hence we obtain that m<3 and p<ll, contradicting the assumption.

Lemma 7.   Case (i) of Lemma 1 and case (ii) of Lemma 2 cannot occur.

Proof.   If either of these cases occurs, then by (11) X0 restricted on © or
o
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X00 restricted on © must contain an irreducible character of type 04,B) of degree

(q — 2)p + 1 as an irreducible component. By Lemma 6 X00 restricted on ©

cannot contain such an irreducible character as an irreducible component. There-

fore Xo restricted on © must contain 04,B) of degree (q — 2)p + 1. Hence

we have that

(28) X0(X) = 04,B)(X)+(fM)(X)
o

for every permutation X of ©, where the degree of iD,A) is p, and

(29) X00(X) = X0(X) +   Z iA,C)AX) + -
¡ = i

for every permutation X of ©, where the part •••in (29) does not contain X0

and 04,C); (i = l,--,s) any more.

Let P be an element of © of order p. Then by (1), (3) and Proposition B we

have that Xoo(P)=0, X0(P)= -1 and Z? = i04,C),(P) = s. Therefore irreducible

characters of © of p-type B or p-type C with ôp = — 1 must appear in the part •••

of (29) with the sum of multiplicities at least s — 1. But the sum of degrees of

the part •••of (29) is (s — l)(p — 1). Hence only the characters of type (B,D)

with degree p — 1 can appear in the part ••• of (29). Thus (7), A) does not appear

in (29). Then the difference of the norms of 1Ä and l*sil is just seven. On the other

hand, this difference is equal to the difference of the number of orbits of Si as

a subgroup of 7t(©) and the number of orbits of NsSi as a subgroup of 7t{©}.

Now the orbit {1,2} of NsSi as a subgroup of 7i{©} contains two orbits (1,2)

and (2,1) of Si as a subgroup of 7t(©). The same things hold between four orbits

(l.rU CTltl), (2,T,), (rt,2) and for another four orbits (1,T2), (T2,l), (2,T2),
(r2,2) of R as a subgroup of 7i(©). Thus we have already seven differences. But

any orbit of NsR as a subgroup of 7t{©} from {Ti,r2} contains at least two

orbits of il as a subgroup of 7t(©), namely, one, which is contained in (r1,T2)

and the other, which is contained in (T2,rx). This is a contradiction.

Now by Lemmas 1 and 2 we obtain that

(30) b*iX) = X0(X) + Z iA,C)AX) + Z iB,DUX)
t = 1 i = 1

for every permutation X of ©, and

d*(X) = X0(X) + Z iA,C)iX) + iD,A)iX)

(31.1)

+   2 Z (B,D),(X) + Z iB,D)AX)

for every permutation X of ©, or
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d*iX) = X0(X) + Z 04.CMX) + (B,¿)(X)

(31.2) í = 1

+  2 Z iB,D)jiX) + Z iB,D)kiX)

for every permutation X of ©, where 2i + u = s - 1 in (31.1) and 2t + u = s -2

in (31.2).

We say that (B,7)) in 2 Z'(B,D); has type 2d, and that (B,D) in Z"(B,D)k
has type d. They are different, because by the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius

iB,D) restricted on § equals 2d, if it has type 2d, and conversely. Furthermore

we say that (B,7)) in (30) has type b.

Lemma 8.   {B,D) of type b cannot be of type d nor of type 2d.

Proof. If (B, D) has type b, then by the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius

iB,D) restricted on S3 contains b as its irreducible component. Hence it cannot

be of type 2d. If it has type d, then d also appears as an irreducible component

of (B,7)) restricted on 5S. Therefore (B,7)) restricted on § contains a linear

character X, which is clearly different from 1^. By the reciprocity theorem of

Frobenius X* contains (B,D) as its irreducible component. Hence X* contains

a linear character of ©, which is clearly different from 16, contradicting the

simplicity of ©.

From the proof of Lemma 7 we obtain that

X„o(X) = X0iX) + ïiA,C)iiX) +  Z iB,D\iX)

(32)

+ 2 Z iB,D)jiX) +  Z iB,D\iX) + "Z (B,D),(X)

for every permutation X of ©, where (B,7)) in Zs(1)(B,7))f has type b, (B,D)

in 2 Z'(1)(B,D)y has type  2d  and  does   not  appear in Xo restricted on ©,

(B,7)) in  Z'(3)(B,7)),. has type 2d and appears also in Xo restricted  on  ©

and (B,D) in  Z"(1)(B,D), has type d.

Furthermore we have that

(33) s(l) + 2r(l) + i(3) + u(l) = s - 1.

On the other hand, by (11) we obtain that

X0(X) =  tiA,C)iX) + iD,A)iX) +  liB,DUX)

(34.1)
í(2) r(3) «(2)

+ 2Z(B,D)/X) +  Z(B,D)k(X) +  Z(B,D),(X)

for every permutation X of ©, or
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s s(2)

X0(X) =  Z 04.CMX) + iB,A)iX) + Z iB,DUX)

(34.2) ° i = 1
t(2) ((3) 1,(2)

+ 2Z(B,D);(X) +  Z(B,7))A(X) +  Z(B,7))((X)

for every permutation X of ©, where (B,7)) in  Zs(2)(B,7))i has type b, (B,7))

in 2 Z,(2)(B,D)j has type 2d and does not appear in X00 restricted on ©, (B,£))'s

in  Z'(3)(B,D)t are the same as those in (32) and iB,D) in  Z"(2J(B,Ö), has

type d.

Furthermore we have that

(35.1) s(2) + 2i(2) + *(3) + u(2) = s - 1

or

(35.2) s(2) + 2r(2) + i(3) + «(2) = s - 2.

(31.1), (34.1) and (35.1) correspond with each other. On the other hand, (31.2),

(34.2) and (35.2) correspond with each other. Moreover we have that

(36) s(l) + s(2) = s - 1,

(37) i(l) + i(2) + i(3) = t

and

(38) u(l) + u(2) = u.

Lemma 9.   r must be odd.

Proof. Let us assume that r is even. Take an involution 7 in 91. Then we have

that <x(7) = 3 and /?(7) = q - 1. Now since (B,0) has degree 2q, by a theorem

of Brauer [2] it contains two linear characters on Ns&. Therefore we have that

(39) -2^(B,D)(7) = 2.

Similarly we obtain that

(40.1) -3^(7M)(7) = 3

and

(40.2) -5^(B,/1)(7)^5.

By Proposition B we can put 04,C)¡(7) = x for i = l,--,s. Then from (32), (1),

(3), (33) and (39) we obtain that

q- 1 = 2 +sx + 2(s- 1),

which implies that

(41) r-2i%x.
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On the other hand, from (34.1), (2), (40.1), (35.1) and (39) or from (34.2), (2),

(40.2), (35.2) and (39) we obtain that

2-g^sx-3-2(s-l),

which implies that

(42) (3-g)/s + 2^x.

From (41) and (42) we obtain that

(3-g)/s + 2^r-2,

which implies that

(l/s) + 2£r.

Thus we obtain that 2 ^ r and hence r = 2. Then by a previous result [11, Theo-

rem 2] this implies that p^ll, contradicting the assumption.

Lemma 9 has two important consequences, which are the following lemmas.

Lemma 10.   s = 0 (mod 4).

Proof. Since q — 1 = rs, by Lemma 9 we have only to show that g s 1 (mod 4).

By Proposition D there exists an odd integer 2mx + l such that 2g = (2m y + l)2 +1.

This implies that q — 1 = 2myimy + 1).

Lemma 11. iA,C)t is not a real character. Hence the quadratic signature

of (A,C); is zero (i = l,---,s).

Proof. Q9Î possesses s irreducible characters eu--,ca of degree r. Now it

is well known that the number of real irreducible characters is equal to the

number of classes of conjugate real elements. By Lemma 9 the order of &9Î is

odd. Therefore the identity is the only real element in Q9L Obviously Ia* is a

real character. Hence c¡ is not a real character. By a theorem of Brauer-Nesbitt

[1] c¡ vanishes at every element i¥= 1) of order dividing r (i = 1, •••,$). Hence

c¡iQ¡) must be not real for some element Q¡ (# 1) of Q. On the other hand,

from the property of exceptional characters (13) we can assume that

04,C)j + c¡ or 04, C); — c¡ takes a rational value at every element of Q9Î. There-

fore iA,C)¡ is not a real character (i = l,--,s).

Now from (32), (33), (34.1), (34.2), (35.1) and (35.2) we obtain that

(1/*) Z [±a(X) WX) - 3} + jS(X)]2 = 2s + 2*1),
/*   j\ X<=<5

(1 Ig) Z [i{a(X) - 1} {«(X) - 2} - /?(X)]2 = 2s + 2*2),
Zed

or

(*. 2)      (1 ¡g)   Z [i{a(X) - 1} {«(X) - 2} - j3(X)]2 = 2s + 2*2) - 1,
Xe(5
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where (*,1) and (*.2) correspond to (34.1), (35.1) and (34.2), (35.2), respectively,

and

(1 Ig) I  ÍMX){«iX) - 3} + pYX)] [i{a(X) - 1} {a(X) - 2} - /?(X)] = s + í(3).
Xetf,

By (4), (5), (6), (12) and (15) these equalities are transformed into the follow-

ing forms:

(43)        (1/g)   Z {a(X)}4 + (4/g) Z {a(X)}2/?(X) + (4/g)  Z {ißX)}2

= 8s + 8i(l) + 30,

(44.1)     (1/g)   Z {a(X)}4-(4/g)   Z {a(X)}2pYX) + (4/g)  Z {pYX)}2
Xefñ XsfS, Xe®

= 8s + 8i(2) + 10,

or

(1/g) Z {a(X)}4-(4/g)   Z {a(X)}2/?(X) +(4/g)   Z {ßiX)}2
(44 2) *e® Xe<5 Xe®

= 8s + 8<(2) + 6,

where (44.1) and (44.2) correspond to (*.l) and (*.2), respectively, and

(45) (1 /g)  Z {«(X)}4 - (4/g)   Z {pYX)}2 = 4s + 4i(3) + 18.
Xe<5 Xeg

From (43), (44.1) and (45) we obtain that

(46.1) (4/g)   Z {ßiX)}2 = 2s + 2/(1) + i(2) - t(3) + 1.
X<K5

Similarly from (43), (44.2) and (45) we obtain that

(46.2) (2/g)   Z {pYX)}2 = s + til) + i(2) - ,(3).

Now we can prove the following lemma, which is implied from Proposition G.

Lemma 12.    There exists a (B,D) of type 2d.

Proof. Let X be a generalized character of a finite group X. We define the

trace of X as the (algebraic) sum of the multiplicities of irreducible components

of X. Then by (8), (31)-(38) the trace of 1* equals 4s + 3 (caseof(31.1)-(46.1))

or 4s + 2 (case of (31.2)-(46.2)). Let m¡ be the sum of multiplicities of irreducible

components in 1^ with the quadratic signature i (i = 1, 0, —1). Then we have

that

(47.1) mx + m0 + m_x = 4s + 3

or
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(47.2) nii + m0 + m_i = 4s+ 2.

Now by Proposition G the number 7? of real orbits of Si as a subgroup of

7*©) can be calculated as follows:

R = {1 Ig) Z l£(X2) = (l/g) Z a(X2){a(X2)-l}
Xe<5 Xe®

= (1 ¡g) Z  {a(X) + 2ß(X)} {a(X) + 2/?(X) - 1}
Xe%

= (4/g) Z  (j?(X)}2 + 4
Xe<5

by (4), (5), (6) and (15)

= my — m_!.

Using (46.1) or (46.2) we obtain that

(48.1) m, - m_i  = 2s + 2*1) + *2) - *3) + 5

or

(48.2) my-m_y = 2s + 2*1) + *2) - *3) +4.

Now by Lemma 11 we have that m0^2s. Therefore we obtain that

(49.1) m, +m_y ^ 2s + 3

or

(49.2) my +m_! <; 2s + 2.

Now let us assume that Lemma 12 is false. Then the number t in (31.1) or

(31.2) is zero and, therefore, *1), *2) and *3) are all zero. But then from (48.1),

(49.1) or (48.2), (49.2) we get a contradiction.

So let (B, 7))0 be an irreducible character of © of type 2d.

Let9R be a minimal normal subgroup of §>. Since §> is primitive on £2 — {1},

9JÎ is transitive on SI—{1} and the index of Si O 9JÍ in 9JÏ equals 2g. In particular,

9JÏ contains Q. As a minimal normal subgroup 9R is a direct product of mutually

isomorphic simple groups. Since the order of Q is equal to q, 9JI itself must be

simple. Using a theorem of Sylow we have that § = (AsO n §)9Ji, which im-

plies that §/9Jl^Q9î/Q(9în9Jl)s9î/9în9Jl. Since § is a primitive group

of degree 2g, 53 is nonsolvable. Therefore 9JÎ is nonsolvable, too. If 9J? is im-

primitive on Q — {1}, then let £ be a proper subgroup of SCR containing il n 9JI

properly. If the index of 2 in 9JI equals two, the commutator subgroup of 9JÎ

must be different from 9JI contradicting the simplicity of SCR. If the index of

Rn9Jl in £ equals two, As(&n9Jt) n § contains Si and 2. Since Si is a maximal

subgroup of 53, we obtain that As(Äo9R) n§= § and that&n9Jt is normal

in 9JI. Since 901 is transitive on Í2 — {1}, this implies that R o9Ji = 1 contra-

dicting the nonsolvability of 9JÎ. Hence SCR is uniprimitive on Q — {1}.
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Lemma 13. 9Ji does not possess an irreducible character (^ ljp,) whose

degree is not greater than ¿(q + 1). Hence the degree of nonlinear irreducible

character of § is greater than \iq + 1).

Proof. Otherwise by Proposition C applied with q instead of p 9JI is iso-

morphic to LF(2,q). Then 91 o9Jl has order i(q - 1). By Lemma 5 this implies

that s = 2, r = 2, q = 5 and p = 11, contradicting the assumption.

Lemma 14. Let (B, D)¡ be an irreducible character of © of type b. Then

iB,D)¡ restricted on §> is decomposed into the sum of b and an irreducible

character a¡ of § of degree q + 1.

Proof. By the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius b appears as an irreducible

component of (B,D)¡ restricted on § with multiplicity 1. Therefore we have that

(B,n)i(X)=Ä(X) + -

for every permutation X of §, where the part ••• does not contain b any more.

If a linear character A of § appears in the part • ■ ■, then we clearly have that

X # ls and that X* is the sum of (B,D)¡ and a linear character of ©, which is

different from ls. This contradicts the simplicity of ©. Now if the part •••is

reducible, then the degree of at least one component is greater than one and

is not greater than ^(q + 1). This contradicts Lemma 13.

Lemma 15. There exists at least three different iB,D)¡ of type b, say

iB,D)x, iB,D)2 and (B,7))3 such that ax=a2 = a3.

Proof. There exist s - 1 different (B,D)f's of type b. Now let us assume

that Lemma 15 is false. Then since by Lemma 9 r is odd, s is even and we have

at least Ks - 2) + 1 different a.'s. Since by Lemma 5 s _ 2r - 2, we obtain

that Us — 2) + 1 = r - 1. Thus the first q-block of irreducible characters of §

contains at least r + 1 characters of q-type A and B, because it contains 1* and

b, too. By a theorem of Brauer [2, Theorem 2] this is a contradiction.

Lemma 16. The decomposition of a* into its irreducible components has

the following form :

(50)     a*(X) = iB,D)AX) + (B,D)2(X) + (B,D)3(X) +   Z (^,C)f(X) + -
i=i

for every permutation X of G, where the part •■• in (50) does not contain

iB,D)x, iB,D)2, iB,D)3 and iA,C)¡ (i = l,-,s) any more.

Proof. It is enough to prove that all the 04, C), (i = l,•••,«) appear in

a* with multiplicity 1. Then it is enough to show the appearance of some iA,C)¡

with multiplicity 1, because of the property of exceptional characters [13]. Let

P be an element of © of order p. Then by Proposition B we have that
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(B,7))1(P) = (B,D)2(P) = (B,D)3(P)= -1. Since P is not contained in any of

p conjugate subgroups of 53 in © we have that a*iP) = 0. Therefore irreducible

characters of © of p-type A or p-type C with ôp = 1 must appear in the part •••

of (50) with the sum of multiplicities at least three. Then since the sum of de-

grees of the part ••• of (50) is equal to (g — 2)p + 3, inspecting the degree table

we see the appearance of some (.4, C)¡ with multiplicity 1.

Let X be a generalized character of 53- Wedenote by xx(X), xB(X) and xB(X)

the sum of multiplicities of irreducible components of X of g-type^4, B and D,

respectively.

Let c¡ be the irreducicble characters of 53 of g-type C (i = 1, •••,«). Then by

a theorem of exceptional characters [13] we can assume that

(51) 04,C),(X) = ecjiX) + a  Z c,.(X) + -
¡ = i

for every permutation X of 53 (j = 1, •••,«), where e= ±1, a and a + e are

non-negative integers, and the part •■•in (51) does not contain c¡ any more

(i = l,---,s). By a theorem of Brauer [2, Theorem 10] the degree of c¡ is con-

gruent to — (54(53)r modulo q. Now we can prove the following lemma.

Lemma 17.   e = 1, a = 0 and (5,(53) = _ 1 •

Proof. By the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius and by (30), (31) and (50)

the part ••■ in (51) contains b, d and ax as irreducible components with multi-

plicity 1. Hence we have that

(52) iA,C)jiX) = CjiX) + a  Z cf(X) + 6(X) + d(X) + fll(X) + • • •
¡ = i

for every permutation X of 53 0 = l>""»s)> where the part ••• of (52) does not

contain c¡ (i = l,-,s),b,d and ax any more.

By Lemma 13 the degree of c¡ is not smaller than q — r (i = 1, ••-,«). Now

let us assume that a = 1. Then from (52) we obtain that

(r-l)p + l ^(s-l)(g-r)+3g,

which implies that
0 = (s - 2r + 3)g + 1.

By Lemma 5 this is a contradiction. Thus we obtain that a = 0 and 6 = 1. Put

xA = xA{iA,C)j}, xB = xB{iA,C)j} and xD = xD{iA,C)}}. Then the sum of

degrees of irreducible components of iA,C)j restricted on 53 has the form

~ÍAq + xA,)>Bq ~ xb and y>Dq, respectively, where yA, yB and yD are non-negative

integers. Since (r — l)p + 1 > p, by the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius no

linear character of 53 can appear in (52). Hence we have that
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(53) yÄ^xÄ and yB = xB.

Now let us assume that ôqi%>) = 1 and that the degree of c¡ is equal to xq — r.

Then we have the following equality :

(54) ir - l)p + I = xq - r + yAq + xA + yBq - xB + yDq,

which implies the congruence

(55) xB + 2r = xA (mod q).

Now if xB + 2r _ q, then xB = q — 2r and by (53) yB _ q — 2r. Hence from (54)

we obtain that

(r - l)p + 1 = yBiq - 1) = (q - 2r)(q - 1),

which implies that 4r _ q + 1. By Lemma 5 this implies that r = 2. Then by a

previous result [10, Theorem 2] © is isomorphic to LF(2, 11) with p = 11, con-

tradicting the assumption p > 11. Hence we obtain that xB+2r< q. Therefore

from (55) we have that xA = 2r and by (53) that yA _ 2r. Hence from (54) we

obtain that

(r - l)p + 1 = yAq = 2rq,

which implies the contradiction that r _ 2q.

Now by Lemmas 13 and 17 the degree of c¡ is not smaller than q + r(/ = 1, ••-,$).

Lemma 18. No irreducible character o/© whose degree is not greater than

8q can contain any c¡ as its irreducible component, when it is restricted on §.

Proof. Let X be an irreducible character of © such that X restricted on §

contains some c¡ as its irreducible component. If X = 04, C)j, then the degree of X

is equal to (r — l)p + 1 = (2r — 2)q + r. If r = 3, then q = 1 (mod 3) and p = 2q

+ 1 = 0 (mod 3), which is absurd. Therefore by Lemma 9 we have that r _ 5.

Hence the degree of X is greater than 8q. If X ^ iA,C)j (J = 1, •••,s), then from

the property of exceptional characters X restricted on § contains all the c¡'s as

its irreducible components. Hence the degree of X is not smaller than siq + r).

By Lemma 5 we have that s = 2r — 2 _ 8. Thus the degree of X is greater than 8q.

Now let us consider two reducible characters X0iB,D)0 and iB,D)0 (B,D)0 of ©.

Then the decomposition of X0(B,7))0 into its irreducible parts can be easily

obtained as follows. Let X be an irreducible character of © and let X restricted

on <rj contain d as its irreducible component of multiplicity x. Then X restricted

on § contains d as its irreducible component of multiplicity x, too, because d is

rational by Proposition D. Now by the orthogonality relations of group characters

we have that

Z  XiX){B,D)AX) = 2xh.
Xe&
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Since the same equality holds for each of p conjugate subgroups of § in ©, this

implies that

Z a(X)X(X)(B,D)0(X) = 2xg

=   Z X(X)(B,D)0(X) + ZX0(X)X(X)(B,D)0(X).

If X¿iB,D)0, then Z*e(6 X(X)(B,D)0(X) = 0. Hence by the orthogonality

relations of group characters we see that X appears in X0iB,D)0 as an irreducible

component of multiplicity 2x. Similarly if X = (B,Z))0,then X appears in X0(B,£))0

as an irreducible component of multiplicity 3. Thus the following two equalities

can be easily obtained from (31. 1) and (31. 2):

X0(X)(B,D)0(X) = 3(B,7))0(X) + 2X0(X)

s r-l

(56.1) +2Z04,C)i(X)+2(D„4)(X) + 4 Z  iB,D)AX)
¡ = i U#0)

+ 2ÍiB,D)AX)

for every permutation X of ©, or

X0(X)(B,D)o(X) = 3(B,D)0(X) + 2X0(X)

(56.2) + 2 Z iA,CUX) + 2iB,A){X) + 4   Z  (B,ß)/X)
¡ = 1 O*0)

+ 2 Z iB,D)AX)

for every permutation X of ©.

The following lemma can be proved in the same way as Lemma 14.

Lemma 19. Let iB,D)¡ be an irreducible character of © of type d. Then

(B,D)¡ restricted on § is decomposed into the sum ofd andan irreducible char-

acter d¡ of § of degree q.

Somedj's are possibly coincident for different Vs.

Now let us consider (56.1) and (56.2) only for elements of §. Then by (10) and

Lemma 19, (56.1) and (56.2) will be transformed into the following forms :

{1S(X) +6(X) +d(X)}2d(X) - 6d(X) + 2{lfi(X) +ft(X) +<*(*)}

(#.1) + 2 Z 04,C)((X) + 2(7M)(X)i = i

+ 8(r - 1)¿(X) + 2ud(X) + 2 Z ¿,(X)

for every permutation X of §, or
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{1S(X) +6(X) +d(X)}2d(X) = 6d(X) + 2{1Ô(X) +biX) +d(X)}

(#•2) +2Z04,C)i(X)+2(B„4)(X)
¡ = i

+ 8(i - l)d(X) + 2ud(X) + 2 Zd,-(X)

for every permutation X of 53-

Now the following two equalities can be easily obtained from (#.1) and (#.2).

ft(X)d(X) + {d(X)}2 = 1S(X) +6(X) + (4i + u - l)d(X)

(57.1) +   Z dfX) + Z (A,C)t(X) + iD,A)iX)
i = l

for every permutation X of 53, or

fc(X)d(X) + {d(X)}2 = 1S(X) +6(X) + (4i + u - l)d(X)

(57.2)
+   Z df(X) + Z iA, CUX) + iB,A)iX)

¡ = i

for every permutation X of 53-

By Lemmas 17 and 18 we see that c¡ appears in (57.1) and (57.2) as an irreduc-

ible component with multiplicity 1 (i = l,—,j).

Now let us consider iB,D)0iB,D)0. We have already that

(58) jBjW0iB,D)0iX) = yX) + 3X0(X) + -

for every permutation X of ©, where the part •••in (58) does not contain lffi and

X0 any more.

Lemma 20. (B,7))0(B,7))o  contains iA,C)¡ (i = l,—,s) as an  irreducible

component with multiplicity 1.

Proof. Let P be an element of © of order p. Then by Proposition B we have that

(B~M)o~iP) = (B,7))o(P) = - 1, l.(P) = 1 and X0(P) = - 1. Therefore the part -

of (58) contains irreducible characters of © of p-type A or p-type C with <5 = 1

with the sum of multiplicities at least three. Now the sum of degrees of irreducible

characters of the part ••• of (58) equals (2g - 4)p + 3. By a property of excep-

tional characters [13] all the 04,C),'s appear in (58) with the same multiplicity.

Therefore inspecting the degree table, it is easily seen that

iA, C)¡ (i = 1, • • •, s) appears in the part • • • of (58) with multiplicity x ^ 1 :

(59) (bTd)o"(X)(B,7>)o(X) = lffi(X) + 3X0(X) + x Z (¿,C),(X) + -
i = l

for every permutation X of ©, where the part ••• of (59) does not contain ltt,

X0 and iA,C)i (i = l, — ,s) any more.
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If x _ 3, then the sum of degrees of irreducible components in the part •••of (59)

is not greater than (3s — q — l)p + 3 — 3s. But since we already know that

q = rs + l = 5s + l, this shows a contradiction. If x — 2, then we have that

(60)        (B,D)0(X)(B,7))0(X) = 16(X) + 3X0(X)  + 2 Z 04,C)f(X) + -
¡ = i

for every permutation X of ©. Since by Proposition B we have that

2Z (A,C)f(P) = 2s,
i = l

irreducible characters of © of p-type B or p-type C with 5P = — 1 must appear in

the part •••of (60) with the sum of multiplicities at least 2s — 3. But the sum of

degrees of irreducible components of the part • • • of (60) is equal to (2s — 2)p

— (2s — 3). Then it is easy to see that the decomposition of (B,D)0(B,£))0

into its irreducible components has one of the following two forms :

(B,D)o(X)(B,D)0(X) = le(X) + 3X0(X)

(60. i) s 2s_3

+ 2 Z iA,C)AX)+iD,A)iX) +   Z  iB,D)jiX)
¡ = i

for every permutation X of ©, where the degrees of (7),A) and (B,D)/s are

equal to p and p — 1, respectively, and

(60. ii)        (B,D)0(X)(B,D)0(X) = 16(X) + 3X0(X)

2s-4

+ 2 Z 04,CMX) +(B„4)(X) +    Z   (B,D)/X)
¡ = i

for every permutation X of©, where the degrees of iB,A) and (B,D)/s are equal

to 2p - 1 and p — 1, respectively.

Let us consider (60. i) and (60. ii) only for permutations of §. Then by Lemmas

17 and 18 we obtain that

4{d(X)}2 = 2 Z C¡(X) + -
¡ = i

for every permutation X of §, where the part •■• does not contain c¡ (i = l,--,s)

any more. This shows clearly a contradiction. This proves Lemma 20.

Thus we obtain that

(61) (B^)o(X)(B,7))o(X) = 1S(X) + 3X0(X) + Z iA,C)AX) + -
i = i

for every permutation X of ©, where the part •■• of (61) does not contain 16, X0

and iA,C)¡ (i = l,---,s) any more and the sum of degrees of irreducible com-

ponents in the part ••• of (61) is equal to (q + s — 3)p — (s — 3).
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Now by Lemmas 17, 18, 20, (57) and (61) we obtain the following important

lemma.

Lemma 21. (B Ö)0(B D)0 contains an irreducible component such that it is

different from iA,C)¡ (i = l,--,s) and it contains c¡ (i = l,—,s) as its irreduc-

ible components with multiplicity three when it is restricted on §•

Proof. Let X be an irreducible character of © such that X is different from

(i4,C)j(i = l,---,s)and X restricted on 53 contains c,-(i = l,---,s) as its irreducible

components. Then it is enough to show that X is the only character with this

property. In fact, the left-hand side of (61), when it is restricted on 53 equals

4d2, and by (57) and Lemmas 17 and 20 c¡ (i = 1, •■-,s) appears in 4d2 as an ir-

reducible component with multiplicity four. Now by Lemma 18 and by in-

specting the degree table we see that the degree of X cannot be smaller than

(g - 2)p + 1. By (61) this proves Lemma 21.

Now checking up the degree table again, we see that X has only the following

nine candidates, each of which will be eliminated case after case. (I) 04,4) of

degree qp + 1, (II) 04,B) of degree (g - 2)p + 1, (III) 04,7)) of degree

iq - l)p + 1, (IV) iB,A) of degree (g + 2)p - 1, (V) iB,B) of degree gp - 1,

(VI) iB,D) of degree (g + l)p - 1, (VIII) iD,A) of degree (g + l)p, (VIII)

(D,B) of degree (g - l)p and (IX) (7),£>) of degree gp.

Lemma 22. Cases (I), (IV) and (VII) cannot occur.

Proof. Let us assume that case (I) occurs. Then we have that

(Bjy)0(X)(B,D)0(X) = 16(X) + 3X0(X)

+ Z (A,C)i(X)+(A,A)(X) + -
¡ = i

for every permutation X of ©, where the sum of degrees of irreducible components

in the part ••• equals (s - 3)p - (s - 2).

Let P be an element of © of order p. Then by Proposition B we have

that (BrDJ0(P)(B,D)0(P) = 1, 1S(P) = 1, X0(P) = - 1, Zf = y iA, C\iP) = s and
iA,A)iP) = 1. Therefore irreducible characters of p-type B or p-type C with

Sp = - 1 must appear in the part ••• with the sum of multiplicities at least s — 2.

Since (s - 2)(p - 1) > (s - 3)p - (s - 2), this is a contradiction. Cases (IV) and

(VII) can be similarly eliminated.

In the remaining cases the g-type of X is not A. This fact is important for the

following proofs.

Lemma 23. Cases (III), (VI) and (IX) cannot occur.

Proof. Let us assume that case (III) occurs. Then we have that
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(B,D)o(X)(B,D)0(X) = 16(X) + 3X0(X)

(62)
+ Z iA,C)AX)+iA,D)iX) + -

i = l

for every permutation X of ©, where the sum of degrees of irreducible components

in the part ••• of (62) equals (s — 2)(p — 1).

Let P be an element of © of order p. Then by Proposition B we have that

(B~7D)oiP) (B,D)o(P) = 1, h(p) = 1. 3*o(F) = - 3, lUi iA, QAP) = s and
iA,D)iP) = 1. Therefore irreducible characters of © of p-type B or p-type C

with ôp = — 1 must appear in the part ■••of (62) with the sum of multiplicities

at least s — 2. Hence we have that

(BTd)0(X)(B,D)0(X) = lffi(X) + 3X0(X)

(63) , s_2

+ Z (A,C)AX)+{A,D)(X) + Z (B,D)f(X)
¡ = i

for every permutation X of ©, where the degrees of (B,D),'s are equal to p — 1.

Now let us put

Z (B,D),=   Z   iB,D)j+    Z     iB,D\
type b type 2d

+   Z    (B,D),+     Z   iB,D)m.
type d others

Let us consider (B,£>)in Zothers(B,£>)m. If (B,7)) restricted on § contains

an irreducible character of § of q-type B as an irreducible component, then the

component has degree q — 1. In fact, otherwise, (B,D) restricted on § contains a

linear character X (# ls) of § as an irreducible component. Then by the Fro-

benius reciprocity theorem X* contains iB,D) and hence a linear character (# lffi)

of © as its irreducible components, contradicting the simplicity of ©. Similarly if

iB,D) restricted on § contains an irreducible character of § of q-type A as an

irredicible component, then the component has degree q + 1.

Now let us consider (63) only for permutations of §. Then we have that

4{d(X)}2 = 41JX)+3biX)+3diX) + Z iA,C\iX)

(64)

+ 04,7))(X) + Z iB,DUX)

for every permutation of §>.

Let y be an irreducible character of § which is different from c¡ (i = 1,•••,$).

Then by a property of exceptional characters the multiplicity of j>in Z*=i04,C)j

restricted on § is a multiple of s and therefore, by Lemma 10, a multiple of 4.

Now let us consider 04,7)) restricted on §. By Lemma 21 we have that
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(65) 04,D)(X) = 3Zcf(X) + -
¡ = i

for every permutation X of 53, where the part ■•• does not contain c¡ (i = 1,•••,«)

any more. We put xA = xA{iA,D)} and xB = xB{iA,D)}. Let Q be an element

of 53 of order g. Let us observe (65) at Q. Then by Proposition B and Lemma 17

we obtain that

0 = — 3 + xA — xB.

If xB is odd, then at least one irreducible component b0 of g-type B of iA,D)

restricted on 53 must appear in Zs_2(B,7))i of (64), because of (30), (31.1) and

(31.2) and since the multiplicity of b0 in Z,?=i(4,C)f is, as we have noticed above

a multiple of four. Therefore by Lemmas 14 and 19 and the remark above, the

degree of b0 is equal to q — 1. This gives us a contradiction, because then by the

reciprocity theorem of Frobenius 04,7)) must appear in b* and must have degree

not greater than (g — l)p. Hence xB is even and xA must be odd. Therefore at

least one irreducible component a0 of g-type A of iA,D) restricted on 53 must

appear in ZS_2(B,D)¡ of (64), because the same argument made for b0 holds for

a0, too. Then again by Lemmas 14 and 19 and the remark above the degree of

a0 is equal to g + 1. Then using the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius we see that

the multiplicity of a0 in iA,D) restricted on 53 must be one. Therefore from (64)

we see that a0 must appear in Zs_2(B,7))i of (64) with the sum of multiplicity at

least three. Using again the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius we obtain that

(g + l)p^(g-l)p + l+3(p-l),

which is clearly a contradiction. Cases (VI) and (IX) can be similarly eliminated.

Now let us consider case (II). Then we have that

(BTD)o(X)(B,7))0(X) = 1S(X) + 3X0(X)

(66)
+ Z iA,CUX)+iA,B)iX) + -

i = l

for every permutation X of®, where the sum of degrees of irreducible components

in the part ••• of (66) is equal to (s — l)p — (s — 2).

Let P he an element of © of order p. Then by Proposition B (66) at P shows that

1 = 1-3 +s + l + •••.

Therefore irreducible characters of © of p-type B or p-type C with ôp = — 1

must appear in the part •••of (65) with the sum of multiplicities at least s - 2.

Hence it is easy to see that we have only the following subcases for the decom-

positions of (B,7))0(B,D)0.
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(B,D)0(X)(B,D)o(X) = 16(X) + 3X0(X)

(H.a) + Z iA,C)AX) + iA,B)iX) + iD,A)iX)
i = l

+ sÍ\b,d)AX)

for every permutation X of®, where the degrees of (7), A) and (B,D)¡'s are equal

to p and p — 1, respectively.

(B,Z))0(X)(B,D)0(X) = lß(X) + 3X0(X)

(II.b) + Z iA,C)AX)+iA,B)iX)+iB,A)iX)
¡ = i

+ I iB,D)AX)

for every permutation X of®, where the degrees of iB,A) and (B,D)¡'s are equal

to 2p — 1 and p — 1, respectively.

The same things hold for cases (V) and (VIII), too. Therefore we obtain that

(B,D)o(X)(B,D)o(X) = le(X) + 3X0(X)

(V.a) + Z iA,C)AX) +(B,B)(X) + (D,¿)(X)
i = l

+ Z4(B,DMX)

for every permutation X of®, where the degrees of iD,A) and (B,Z))f's are equal

to p and p — 1, respectively.

(B,D)0(X)(B,D)0(X) = le(X) + 3X0(X)

(V.b) + Z (A,C)¿X) + iB,B)iX) + iB,A)iX)
¡ = i

+ Z (B,D)((X)

or every permutation X of ©, where the degrees of iB,A) and (B,D)¡'s are equal

to 2p — 1 and p — 1, respectively.

(B,D)o(X)(B,D)0(X) = 16(X) + 3X0(X)

(VHI.a) + Z iA,C\iX) + (D,B)(X) + iD,A){X)
¡ = i

+ '% iB,D)tiX)
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for every permutation X of ©, where the degrees of (7), A) and (B,D)¡'s are equal

to p and p—1, respectively.

(bTD)0(X)(B,7))0(X) = 16(X) + 3X0(X)

(VIII. b) + Z (A, CUX) + (D,B)(X) +(B,A)(X)
¡ = i

+ Z4(B,7))f(X)

for every permutation X of ©, where the degrees of (B,A) and (B,7)),'s are equal

to 2p - 1 and p - 1, respectively.

Lemma 24. (D,A) in (31.1) (and in (57.1)) contains no linear component,

when it is restricted on 53-

Proof. By (31.1) and Proposition D we see that (D, A) is a rational character.

Moreover by (31.1) and the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius (D,A) restricted

on 53 contains d as its irreducible component with multiplicity 1. Now put

xA = xA{iD,A)} and xB = xB{iD,A)}. Let Q he an element of 53 of order q.

Then using Proposition B and Lemma 18 we have that

(D,A)(Q) = l = xA-xB.

Since the degree of irreducible characters of 53 of g-type B is at least q — 1, we

have that xB ̂  1. If xB = 1, then xA = 2 and (7), A) restricted on 53 contains two

linear characters. By (7) these two linear characters are different from 1^. Since

(7), A) is rational, these two linear characters are algebraically conjugate with each

other. Hence their field is the field of either the cubic roots of unity or the quartic

roots of unity. Now we already know that 53/2R = 9Î/9Î n9Jt and SCR is simple.

Therefore r must be divisible by three or four. But since r is odd by Lemma 9,

r is divisible by three. This implies the absurdity g = 1 (mod 3) and p = 0 (mod 3).

Hence xB = 0 and xA = 1. Therefore the component of g-type A of (7), A) restricted

on 53 is rational and hence by (7) cannot be linear.

Lemma 25. (7), A) in subcases a is decomposed into the sum of two irreducible

components with degrees q and g + 1, respectively, when it is restricted on §).

Proof. (7), A) restricted on 53 cannot be irreducible on 53, because p does not

divide h. By Lemma 18 e¡ (i — 1,•••,«) cannot be an irreducible component of

(7), A) restricted on 53- Let Q he an element of 53 of order g. By Proposition B

we have that (D,A)(Q) = 1. Therefore (7), A) restricted on 53 contains an irreduc-

ible component of g-type A. Let one component be linear. Then by (7) it is

different from ls and it must appear in (57.1) or in (57.2). Then the only possible

source for it is (7), A) in (57.1). But this contradicts Lemma 24. The rest is obvious.

Lemma 26. Subcases (II. a), (V.a) and (VIII. a) cannot occur.
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Proof. Let us assume that subcase (II. a) occurs. Let us consider 01,B) re-

stricted on §>. By assumption we have that

(67) 04,B)(X) = 3Zci(X) + -
¡ = i

for every permutation X of §, where the part ••■ does not contain c¡ (i = l,---,s)

any more. Put xA = xA{iA,B)} and xB = xB{04,B)}. Let Q be an element of

§ of order q. Consider (67) at Q. Then by Proposition B and Lemma 17 we have

that

If Xjj is not a multiple of 4, then by Lemma 25 at least one irreducible component

¿>0 of q-type B of 04,B) restricted on §> must appear in Zs_2(B,7))i of (II.a),

since the multiplicity of b0 in Z?=104,C); is, as we have noticed in the proof of

Lemma 23, a multiple of 4. Then by Lemmas 14 and 19 and the remark made in

the beginning of the proof of Lemma 23 the degree of b0 is equal to q — 1. Then

the multiplicity of b0 in 04,B) is one. Therefore as in the proof of Lemma 23 we

see that the multiplicity of b0 in ZS_2(B,7))¡ is at least three. Then using the

reciprocity theorem of Frobenius we obtain that

(q-l)p^(q-2)p + l+3p-l).

This is clearly a contradiction. Hence xB must be a multiple of 4 and hence xA

cannot be a multiple of 4. Therefore at least one irreducible component a0 of

q-type A of 04,B) restricted on § must appear in iD,A) + Zs_2(B,7))i of

(Il.a), since the multiplicity of a0 inZ*=i04,C)¡ is, as above, a multiple of 4.

Using Lemmas 14,19 and 25 we see that the degree of a0 is equal to q + 1. There-

fore the multiplicity of a0 in 04,B) is one, and hence as in the proof of Lemma 23

the multiplicity of a0 in iD,A) + ZS~2(B,D)¡ of (Il.a) is at least three. Let us

consider a*. Then we have that

a*(X) = 04,B)(X) + -

for every permutation X of ©, where the sum of degrees of the part ••• equals

3p — 1. Therefore we see that

atiX) = 04,B)(X) + 2(D,^)(X) + (B,D)1(X),

where X runs over all the permutations of © and iD,A) and iB,D)x come from

(Il.a). Then by the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius we have that

iD,A)iX) = 2a0iX) + -

for every permutation X of § and the part ••• does not contain a0 any more.

For X = 1 this gives us an absurdity p = 2q + 1 = 2(q + 1). Subcases (V.a) and

(VIII.a) can be similarly eliminated.
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Lemma 27. If (B,A) in (31.2) (and in (57.2)) restricted on 53 contains an

irreducible component b0 of q-type B, then the degree ofb0 is equal to q — 1.

Proof. By the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius d appears in (B,A) in (31.2)

restricted on 53 as an irreducible component of multiplicity 1. Put xA = xA {(B,A)}

and xB = xB{(B,A)}. Let Q he an element of 53 of order g. Then using Proposition

B as the value of (B,A) at Q we obtain 1 = xA — xB. In particular, we have that

xA ̂  2. Since obviously (B,A) restricted on 53 does not contain a linear component,

this gives us a contradiction q + 2(g + 1) + 2g — 1 > 2p — 1, if the degree of

b0 is bigger than g — 1.

Lemma 28. If {B,A) in subcases h restricted on 53 contains an irreducible

componentby of q-type B, then the degree ofbx is equal to q — 1. 7/ir contains

iat least) two irreducible components of q-type A, then their degrees are equal to

g + 1.

Proof. Put xA — xA{iB,A)} and xB = xB{(B,A)}. Then as in the proof of

Lemma 27 we obtain that xA = xB + 1. Hence if bx appears, then we have that

xA ̂  2. Now it is easy to see that the degree of bx is equal to either q — 1 or 2g - 1.

Let us assume that it is equal to 2g — 1. Then the multiplicity of by in (B,A)

restricted on 53 is one. Therefore as in the proof of Lemma 23 we see that the

multiplicity of by in (A,B) (case (II. b)) or in (B,B) (case (V.b)) or in (D,B) (case

(VIII.b)) must be at least three. Using the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius we

obtain that

(2g-l)p^3{(g-2)p + l},

which implies that p ^ 7, contradicting the assumption.

If xA ~¿. 2, then xB^l. Therefore it is easy to see that the degrees of irreducible

components of g-type A are equal to either g + 1 or 2g + 1. But since 2g + 1 ( = p)

is not a divisor of n, the latter cannot occur.

Lemma 29. Subcases (II.b), (V.b) and (VIII.b) cannot occur.

Proof. Let us assume that subcase (II.b) occurs. Let us consider iA,B) re-

stricted on 53. Then by Lemma 21 we have that

(68) 04,B)(X)=3 Zci(X) + -
« = 1

for every permutation X of 53, where the part •■• does not contain c¡ (i = 1, •••,$)

any more. Put xA = xA{iA,B)} and xB = xB{iA,B)}. Let Q he an element of 53

of order g. Consider (68) at Q. Then using Proposition B and Lemma 17 we have

that

- 1 = - 3 + xA - xB.
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If xB is not a multiple of 4, then at least one irreducible component b0 of q-type

B of 04,B) restricted on § must appear in (B,/4) + ZS-3(B,£)); of (II.b), since

the multiplicity of b0 in Tfml(A,C)tis, as we have noticed in the proof of Lemma

23, a multiple of 4. Then by Lemmas 14, 19 and 28 the degree of b0 is equal to

q — 1. Using the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius we see that the multiplicity

of b0 in 04,B) is one. Therefore as in the proof of Lemma 23 we see that the

multiplicity of b0 in (B,A) + Zs_3(B,i)); of (II.b) is at least three. Then using

again the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius we obtain that

(q-l)p^(q-2)p + l+3(p-l).

This is a contradiction. Hence xB must be a multiple of 4 and hence xA cannot be

a multiple of 4. Therefore at least one irreducible component o0 of q-type A of

iA,B) restricted on § must appear in {B,A) + ZS_3(B,D)¡ of (II. b), since the

multiplicity of a0 in Zf=i04,C)¡ is, as above, a multiple of 4. Assume that the

degree of a0 is equal to q + I. Using the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius we see

that the multiplicity of a0 in {B,A) + Zs_3(B,7))i of (II. b) is, as in the proof

of Lemma 23, at least three. Let us consider a*. Then we have that

a*OY) = 04,B)(X) + -

for every permutation X of ©, where the sum of degrees of the part

••• equals 3p — 1. Now it is obviously impossible to find three characters of

iB,A) + Zs_3(B,r>)¡ of (II.b) to fit in this part •••. Hence we can assume that all

the irreducible components of q-type A of 04,B) restricted on §, each of which

appears in (B,^4) + ZS_3(B,D)¡ of (II.b), have degree greater than q + 1. Let

ax be one of such components. Then ax must appear in iB,A) restricted on § and

the multiplicity of ax in it must be one. Therefore as in the proof of Lemma 23

we see that the multiplicity of ax in 04,B) is at least three. Using the reciprocity

theorem of Frobenius we can easily see that it is at most four. An yway since

xA = xB + 2 = 2 (mod 4), ix - 4 e 2 (mod 4) and xA — 3 = 3 (mod 4), 04,B)

restricted on § must possess another irreducible component, say a2, of q

type A, which must appear in iB,A) + ZS_3(B,D)¡ of (II.b). Then a2 must

appear in (B,A) restricted on <rj.Then by Lemma 28 the degrees of ax and a2 are

equal to q + 1. This is a contradiction. Subcases (V.b) and (VIII.b) can be simi-

larly eliminated.

2. Remarks and consequences to [11].

(1) Up to the present time only two permutation groups satisfying the con-

ditions of Proposition D are known and they have degree 21= 10. Thus if there

is no other permutation group satisfying the conditions of Proposition D, then the

theorem is a trivial corollary of this fact. Anyway the theorem also can be formu-

lated as follows : Let a permutation group X of degree 2/ satisfy the conditions of

Proposition D. Let 2/ + 1 be a prime number. If X has a transitive extension, then

/=5.
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(2) By the theorem the permutation group 91 of degree q of Lemma 13 in [11]

is always triply transitive. Hence the permutation group © of Theorem IV in [11]

is always quintuply transitive. In particular, we obtain the following improvement

of Theorem V in [11]: Let p be a prime number > 23 satisfiying the following

conditions : (i) ¿(p — 1) and \ip — 3) are also prime numbers and (ii) p — 4 is a

prime number. Then every nonsolvable transitive permutation group of degree

p contains the alternating group of the same degree.
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